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How to effectively detect object and accurately give out its visible parts is a major challenge for object detection. In this paper we propose an explicit occlusion model through integrating appearance and motion information. The model combines together two parts: part-level object detection with single frame and object occlusion estimation with continuous frames. It breaks through the performance bottleneck caused by lack of information and effectively improves object detection rate under severe occlusion. Through reevaluating the semantic parts, the detecting performance of partial object detectors is largely enhanced. The explicit model enables the partial detectors to have the capability of occlusion estimation. By discarding the geometric representation in rigid single-angle perspective and applying effective pattern of objective shape, our proposed approaches greatly improve the performance and robustness of similarity measurement. For validating the performance of proposed methods, we designed a comparative experiment on challenging pedestrian frame sequences database. The experimental results on challenging pedestrian frame sequence demonstrate that, compared to the traditional algorithms, the methods proposed in this paper have significantly improved the detection rate for severe occlusion. Furthermore, it also can achieve better localization of semantic parts and estimation of occluding.

1. Introduction

In recent years, great progresses have been achieved for targets detection under complex scenes in the propelling of the PASCAL VOC challenge. However, the detections for arbitrary perspectives are far from satisfaction, and several existing bottleneck issues such as severe occlusions and clutter are still required to further investigate [1–3]. Among these issues, how to detect the targets effectively in the conditions of severe occlusions and recognize the targets accurately is the major challenge.

Occlusions deduction by utilizing a set of predefined blocking modes involving with the algorithm of current detection is proposed in [4–9]. Contour information is considered to promote recognizing performance in [4]. A neural network is computational models inspired by an animal’s central nervous systems, in particular the brain. It is composed of a large number of highly interconnected processing elements (neurons) working to solve specific problems. The neural network generally consists of three layers in which an input layer is connected to a hidden layer, which is connected to an output layer. At present, the technology has been widely applied in machine vision and pattern recognition fields [5]. Recently, 3D information of the targets is also considered for the purpose of effective blocking deductions in [6, 7]. The fundamental issue of above several methods is that the restricted predefined model is difficulty appropriate for the complexities of the practical blockings. In addition, these approaches achieved a better capability of detection in several standard databases. However, by means of heuristic and optimized solution, the approaches had difficulty in ensuring to obtain the global optimal solution.

Alternatively, inexplicit occlusion model approaches are performed. For instance, Felzenszwalb et al. [8] applied deformable part models to detect just the visible parts of the objects. In this case, potential issue of this method is that...
the detection fails to perform when the targets are severely blocked. In addition, the semantic components are not given by this model. According to the algorithm [8, 9], entire objects are recognized by a set of partial target detectors with the output data clustering. Obviously, this method does not carry out the statistical evaluation for occlusion, which is always postulated to be given the full targets. Compared with the previous methods, the semantic components are their advantages.

Recently, information complementary such as 3 dimensional information is an important research trend. Depth and motion information are introduced for occluding estimation [10]. Obtained visibility is used as weight of the each part of classifier. Obviously, it is a more natural and efficient solution to take account of utilizing depth and motion information to resolve the problems of blocking and arbitrary pose. Therefore, the classification and recognition are both involved in this work.

The explicitly block model is used and the appearance and moving information of object are integrated in this paper, which can show the occlusion evaluation and detect object in part-level. By using partial detectors, we can obtain semantic parts which play a significant role in the further processing like the evaluation of man’s posture.

To obtain the moving information of object, the structure and motion adaptive regularization of optical flow method is utilized. Compared with other optical flow approaches [11, 12], the method has a better performance for motional estimation.

For proving the performance of our methods, we implement a comparative experiment on challenging pedestrian frame sequences database [10]. The experiment shows that, compared to traditional methods, the approaches proposed in this project can obviously improve the target detection rate in the blocking occasion, better locate semantic parts, and estimate occlusion.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section principally introduces the methods of part-level object detection with shared appearance. In Section 3 we mainly evaluate and recognize object by motion information. Section 4 shows the experimental results and analysis. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Part-Level Object Detection with Shared Appearance

Generally, an object is composed of different parts by constrained geometric configuration. For example, a human body includes head, torso, arms, and legs. In [8, 9] object detecting model based on parts achieved state-of-the-art performance and surpassed other similar models on people detection.

In this work, our objective detection model is also based on parts which are semantic.

2.1. Training Object Detector Based on Parts. The $K$ partial target detectors are defined as $G_k$ ($k = 1 \cdots K$). In order to train $G_k$, 300 groups (3 as a group) of similar posture images from different parts of human body are chosen as the positive samples. Images of equal quantity without objects are chosen randomly as negative samples. Figure 1 shows a few positive samples. They are 3 positive samples in the same team with similar postures. Linear SVM is chosen as the classifier and HOG as the appearance feature [13]. We train the classifier by bootstrapping method. First, an initial classifier is obtained by training positive sample sets and randomly negative sample sets. Then, we detect the images which do not include the object with this initial classifier for gaining false alarm sets. Finally for the sake of optimizing the detector performance, the false alarm sets are added to negative samples as difficult false positive sets for a second training.

It is significant for us to find that the different parts of the target have various discrimination with each other. For example, wheel is the salience part for automobile. Bourdev and Malik [9] prove that the partial detectors for upper limb of human body are better discriminative than others. The discrimination abilities of body parts, from better to worse, are, respectively, the frontal face, torso, and legs. Based on this result, partial target detectors are extended to promote the precision. The extension approaches are described in detail in Section 2.2.

2.2. Reevaluating Objective Occlusion Based on Semantic Parts. For the tested input image, we applied the part target detector $G_k$ ($k = 1 \cdots K$) trained in Section 2.1 to all locations in multiple scales. Then, we cast votes and use mean-shift algorithm to cluster for the object location $x$. Finally, we can obtain $P(O \mid x)$ that denotes the probability position $x$ of the detected object $O$. In fact, only to vote and cluster for overall object is still far from the potential performance of the part target detector. On one hand, because each of the semantic parts has different discriminative capacity (see the second
In this work, we define human body which consists of three semantic parts such as head, torso, and legs. \( O_h, O_t, \text{and } O_l \) denote, respectively, head, torso, and legs. \( P(O_h \mid x), P(O_t \mid x), \text{and } P(O_l \mid x) \), which are gained by voting and clustering, are defined as the probability position \( x \) of corresponding object \( O_i, i \in \{ h, t, l \} \). In formula (1), \( a_k(x) \) is the score which a part target detectors is evaluated in position \( x \), and \( w_k \) is the weight of the partial target detector \( G_k (k \in \{1\cdots K\}) \) [9]. Consider

\[
P(O,x) \propto \sum_k w_k a_k (x) . \tag{1}
\]

According to formula (2), \( P(O \mid x) \) can be obtained by calculating \( P(O_i \mid x), i \in \{ h, t, l \} \), and \( \beta_i \); \( \beta_i \) is the weight of the semantic parts \( i \) and represents the discrimination of the semantic parts. In this paper, we choose \( \beta_i \) as a fixed set of values \( \{0.68, 0.22, 0.1\} \) and satisfies \( \sum \beta_i = 1 \). Consider

\[
P(O|x) \propto \sum_i \beta_i P(O_i|x) . \tag{2}
\]

In practice, we need to deal with the problem of some semantic components absent due to the measured object not in the image or occluded. We postulate that high weight \( O_h \) always exists (if the head is not present, we consider it undetectable) and sometimes low weight \( O_t \) and \( O_l \) are inexistent. In this situation, the weight of the absent semantic component is transferred to the higher weight of the most adjacent semantic part. The reason for this is that the part detectors can recognize the object in the parts which are existent and can still detect the target in case of missing parts.

Figure 2 shows some examples for effective performance improvement because of reevaluating. In Figure 2, the green bounding box denotes the correct detection, and blue bounding box represents the false alarm filtered out validly. Note that the parts have better discrimination by means of reevaluating, and therefore they can filter out false alarms effectively.

3. Estimating and Locating Object by Motion Information

We extend and improve the performance of partial object detector through utilizing the motion information with continuous frames. According to the experiments results of PASCAL VOC challenge, they define AP (average precision) to estimate the recognizing performance. As far as we know the current best result AP approximated to 0.4 [3, 8]. Only making use of 2D HOG appearance feature is a principal cause of bottleneck. Hence motion information among frames is introduced to estimate object occlusion and enhance the detecting capability in this paper. We believe that combining appearance feature with motion information is very important for achieving more excellent and effective detection performance in occlusion and various pose conditions.

3.1. The Segmentation of Optical Image. As described above, we have adopted the structure and motion adaptive regularization of optical flow method to gain optical flow image and then mean-shift algorithm is selected to segment gained images in this section. The segmentation results are defined as \( \phi_c, c = 1\cdots k \), and \( k \) is the number of clusters. In our experiments, a set of images with severe occlusion
and arbitrary aspects are tested. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3. The original image sequences are from [10]. And then optical flow images and corresponding segmentation results are given by the approaches [14–17]. Detailedly speaking, the first column is the last frame of the original image frame sequence, wherein the human is in motion. The second column is the corresponding results of optical flow images. The third column is the segmentation results. The experimental results demonstrate that the partial occluded pedestrian obviously displayed discontinuity in occlusion boundary. Therefore motional objects and barrier are divided into different clusters through segmenting optical flow images. And the results present that the visual parts of human basically belong to a similar cluster class which is consistent with the conclusion from [10], and optical flow method is fully efficient for motional object estimation.

3.2. Analysis and Estimation for Occlusion. Given the segmentation results \( \Phi_c \) of optical flow image, we can combine the detected results based on appearance information with the results of part detector to estimate the target occlusion. Using a similar measurement based on correlation and combining object shape information, we obtain the visible area cluster of the corresponding target. The main difference is that we discard geometric representation of rigid target and utilize a more effective target shape mode to effectively promote the performance and applicability of the method. There is no doubt that all of them are based on the above described part target detector.

Firstly, the geometric representation of rigid and single perspective target is not suitable for flexible target (such as human body) and multiviews target. Actually, the detected results \( O_k, k \in \{h, t, l\} \), gained in Section 2.2, can play a better role. Given the bounding box of part \( O_k \), we can filter out a large number of clusters, while the geometric representation of rigid target does not result in the loss of information. The consequence of \( \Phi_c \) filtering out by \( O_k \) is denoted by \( \phi_k^c, c = 1 \cdots k \).

Secondly, it is too complex and not desirable that a limited number of perspectives (corresponding to the front body/back, left) are applied to represent the shape pattern of target [10]. Therefore, we have adopted a multiaspects expression of target shape model. In fact, the average shape \( m_c \) of the target can be gained through the use of part target detector, the multiviews shape from the average expression in the target portion of the detector (the viewing angle) and cluster vote; different perspective of some of the target detector means sufficiently fine multiangle expression.
The expression capacity of average shape $m_v$ is derived from the voting and clustering of the part detector depending on aspects. The expression ability of multiangle model is proportional to the number of part target detectors of different perspectives. Therefore, in this paper we are no longer limited to enumerate a few perspectives, while the $m_v$ is the most effective poses expression for object in the current specific situation. The $m_v$ can be obtained through summing each part shape recognized by the target detector. Expression (3) describes it very well, where $M_i(x, y)$ represents the binary shape information given by the part target detector $G_k$. The last column of Figure 4 shows the results of average shape $m_v$. Note that $m_v$ can be further divided into $m^k_v$, $k \in \{h, t, l\}$, in accordance with the components. Consider

$$m_v = \sum_i M_i(x, y).$$

(3)
From the above discussion, we use the similarity measure method based on the correlation [10] to estimate occlusion. \( \Psi(\phi_k^c, m_k^c) \) denotes a correlation on the base of similarity measure in formula (4), where the vectorized representations of \( \phi_k^c \) and \( m_k^c \) are, respectively, denoted by \( \phi_k^c \) and \( m_k^c \). The equation \( \phi_k^c = 1 - m_k^c \) can be considered as the inverse shape of \( m_k^c \). In formula (4), the dot product of \( m_k^c \cdot \phi_k^c \) denotes a similar probability of average shape and cluster, while the dot product of \( \phi_k^c \cdot \phi_k^c \) indicates a similar correlation of cluster and inverse average shape. Consider

\[
\Psi(\phi_k^c, m_k^c) = m_k^c \cdot \phi_k^c + (1 - \phi_k^c \cdot \phi_k^c).
\]

(4)

According to formula (4), \( \phi_k^c \) corresponding to the parts \( k \) and the average shape \( m_k^c \) are calculated to gain \( \Psi(\phi_k^c, m_k^c) \). And then the maximum probable estimation \( \phi_{vis}^k \) for visible region can be obtained by the following formula:

\[
\phi_{vis} = \arg \max \left( \Psi(\phi_k^c, m_k^c) \right)
\]

(5)

Note that the \( m_k^c \) reflects the most likely perspective representation of object, which is fundamentally different from the expression of [10]. Compared with [10], our approaches can reduce the complexity at least three times while bringing in more accurate occlusion evaluation owing to the partial detectors providing more sophisticated multiple aspects expression.

4. The Experimental Result and Analysis

In this section, for validating the performance of our methods for occlusion and different views, we designed a comparative experiment on challenging pedestrian frame sequences database [10]. The experiments are done in the same environment. These pedestrian frame sequences are typical of complex scenes and pedestrians may be partial severe occlusion. The used detector has been described in detail in Section 2. According to [11], we have adopted the structure and motion adaptive regularization of optical flow method with its default settings to measure optical flow images of frame sequence. Optical flow image segmentation is done by the mean-shift algorithm from [17] with its default settings.

Figure 4 shows the recognizing results of different algorithms on pedestrian database. As shown in Figure 4, the first column is the last frame of the original image frame sequence, wherein the human is in motion. The second column is the detection result of [8] which fails the severe occlusion detection. The third column is the detection result of [9] which cannot handle the parts occluded. The fourth column is the detecting results of this paper presenting approach which has a capacity to effectively solve the blocked problem and accurately recognize the visible portion of object. The last column is the average shape of this detection, which is the corresponding object from different perspectives. Note that the detection results of the third column and the fourth column give the given semantic components, from top to bottom; each small bounding box of the test results is given head, torso, and legs. As shown in Figure 4, [8] will fail under severe occlusion, because [8] only detects the visible part of the target. If the visible part is too small, then it will fail to detect the object. Although [9] still can detect the target under severe occlusion, due to lack of explicit occlusion model, it is always given the assumption that the entire goal is existent. Our approach can not only detect the target under the severe occlusion condition, but also give accurate semantic parts of the visible targets.

We select 1000 frame sequences to gain statistical experimental results. We first complete the calibration of the visible part of the body because the original frame sequence is not calibrated. The evaluation of test results was done by precision recall curve [18, 19], and the definitions of precision and recall were written as formula (6), wherein FN is the number of false negatives, TN represents the quantity of true negatives, FP and TP, respectively, denote false positives and true positives. Ideally, we want the precision and recall to be as high as possible. But in fact, the two parameters are contradictory in practical engineering application. When the precision is high, the recall rate is low. Consider

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP},
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}.
\]

(6)

Figure 5 shows the 1-precision/recall curve. Table 1 further shows the detection rate in the case of equal FP (false positives).

Figure 5 indicates that the method proposed in this paper has greater advantages compared with [8, 9]. The recall rate of the method proposed in [8] is slightly higher only when the demand on the accuracy is quite low. It is important to note that the performance of the method in [9] is not as good as the one in [8], which is mainly caused by the assumption of a complete object, whether the object is occluded or not. By overcoming this problem, this proposed method shows better performance than [8, 9].

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the explicit model for estimating the object occlusion is built up based on the appearance information of the single frame and motion information of continuous
frames. At first, the object detection of multiple views is obtained by combining the appearance information and the partial detectors, which provide semantic parts and average shape of the object. Then, the motion information is gained by the segmentation of optical flow image. Finally, we can estimate the objective visible region by calculating the correlation of average shape and segmentation results.

The detecting performance is largely enhanced by reevaluating the semantic parts. The explicit model enables the partial detectors to have the ability of occlusion estimation. By abandoning the geometric representation in rigid single-angle perspective and applying effective pattern of objective shape, our proposed approaches greatly improve the performance and robustness of similarity measurement. The experimental results on challenging pedestrian frame sequence prove that, compared to the traditional algorithms, the methods proposed in this paper have greatly improved the detection rate for severe occlusion. Furthermore, it also provides better semantic part localization and occlusion estimation.
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